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Field Trip in Geo:  Wisconsin Reconnaissance Office Hours:  on-line; on-site during trips 
Lecture 1:  F8  Science B347                                                      e-mail: nheywood@uwsp.edu  
Lab 1:  periodic weekends on-site; Fridays-Sundays                     Office:  Sci D333, or in our tents and vehicles 
 
 Another world lies before you.  Go there.  Know there.  And contribute. 
 

 

 
Come out of this course able to tell us what all this 

seal symbolism means, from then and for now. 
 

 This is still your State Seal.  
 

Also, take some notice of what you DO NOT see.  
No depiction whatsoever then of women, children, 
First Peoples, veterans, forestry, wildlife, finance, 
education, recreation, faith, food processing (i.e., 
“Packers”?)—or even the beer (i.e., “Brewers”?)! 
 
Back in 1848, the priorities were quite different 
from the landscapes that we have now become. 
 

    
http://wisconsindot.gov/Pages/dmv/vehicles/title-plates/special-list.aspx 

 
I intend, by this course in your face, to rattle into your consciousness some sense of our shared heritage. 

 

GEO 393 Excursions 2019 Fall Schedule (GEO Field; EL, CIM) 
SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER 

 06-08SEP2019  Northwest Wisconsin 04OCT2019  notes review1; rain date 01NOV2019  presentation criteria 
13-15SEP2019  Northeast Wisconsin 11OCT2019  notes review2 08NOV2019  no meeting 
20-22SEP2019  Southwest Wisconsin 18OCT2019  technical reports 15NOV2019 poster preparations 
27-29SEP2019  Central Wisconsin 25OCT2019  logistics review 27-30NOV2019  Holiday Break 

DECEMBER is wrap-up and presentation time. 
 

Tentative* Destinations 
Northwest Wisconsin:  Russell CG; Great Lakes Visitor Center; Lakeshore Trail; Apostle Islands HQ; orchards 
Northeast Wisconsin: Tommy Thompson CG; Peshtigo Fire; waterfalls; Nicollet NF; Copper Culture SP 
Southwest Wisconsin:  Governor Dodge CG; Soldiers Grove, Mineral Point, Belmont, Cassville, Wyalusing 
Central Wisconsin:  Petenwell CG; Roche-a-Cri mound, Petenwell Flowage, glacial traverse, pulp lands 

 
3 cr course fee = $250.00, above the tuition charges.  This covers the transportation and lodging costs. 

 
Students must participate in three of these four trips to earn three credit hours.  Each trip is one credit hour.   

 

   
 

*ALL dates, events, and locations are subject to adjustment as local conditions may warrant. 

GEOG/L 393 Autumn 2019      3 cr.   (EL, CIM)      Dr. Neil C. Heywood 

mailto:nheywood@uwsp.edu
http://wisconsindot.gov/Pages/dmv/vehicles/title-plates/special-list.aspx
https://townofrussell.org/little-sand-bay-recreation-area/
https://dnr.wi.gov/topic/parks/name/govthompson/camping.html
https://dnr.wi.gov/topic/parks/name/govdodge/camping.html
http://www.co.adams.wi.us/departments/parks_and_recreation/petenwell_county_park.php
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This is an expedition and engagement course, in which you shall contribute to data acquisition for genuine 
research needs within Wisconsin. Accordingly, my expectation for your project and field conduct will be 
quite high. I expect outcomes of broadening your personal skills and awareness, and also of benefit to your 
peers and our local hosts. You cannot obtain my endorsement by any spirit or participation for less, but 
most participants succeed admirably. 

 
All course projects are collaborative, and all course data (including notes and photographs) are joint 
property. You are part of an expedition working to address a research issue. These projects also are for 
assistance to the land management staff. Those local professionals and/or the course faculty may have 
selected your research topics; the student teams will design specific task methodologies, acquire the field 
data, and compile initial findings. 

 
Field teams shall consist of no fewer than two, and no more than four, students at all times. The entire class 
will meet weekly before departure for orientation sessions, at which I shall further apprise you of conditions 
you should expect, and my stern expectations of you. We face 1200 driving miles, many kinds of learning, 
our project objectives, and a service obligation—and with but nine road days to achieve it. We assess all at 
our mandatory post-trip meeting. 

 
I will only accept your on-site data in your field notebook.  Any word processing must be in the current 
campus version of MicroSoft Word, all journals/spreadsheets in MicroSoft Excel, and all presentations must 
use MicroSoft PowerPoint. I will NOT accept any materials that are in inappropriate format. Submit all digital 
work via the on-line dropbox for each of you. By this same procedure I shall return feedback and comments. 
Please do NOT e-mail large attachments (e.g., videos, massive datasets, or technical report drafts with 
embedded graphics). 

 
TEXT: There is no textbook for this course. There are course readings available on on-line that I expect 
you to examine before departure, or in a binder during the hours-long rides to our initial stops; you will need 
advance awareness of those contents. All materials are on Canvas, or at my external back-up site. 

 
ATTENDANCE/GRADE: I always take roll before each day’s deployment, during which your attendance 
and participation are mandatory. You should practice that same habit; it is imperative that you know the 
whereabouts of your teammates at all times. Nobody ever ventures out alone!  Your course grade derives 
from participation (20%), your field notebook (20%), a final field report (20%), a poster (20%), and your 
post-trip presentation (20%). 

 
COMMUNICATION IN THE MAJOR (CIM): Communication, in various formats and for an assortment of 
professional purposes, is an essential skill for success in a modern career. Beyond appropriate articulation, 
however, sound writing further promotes the refinement of initial concepts into operational practices, and 
peers value a colleague who communicates quickly and consistently well. 

 
GEO 393 thus will have rather a different emphasis from what you might experience in other communication 
courses. You will write—much—but NOT with the sole objective of a final polished paper. Rather, our focus 
will be upon planning, documentation, and reconstructable field data. On-site field writing tends to be quite 
“sloppy”, but that does not mean it lacks worth. Rather, crudeness reflects genuine on-site development 
and adaptation, and can be crucial to adjusting a research agenda and findings appropriate to fresh 
discoveries in the field. You will receive my personal feedback and suggestions frequently while still on-
site; please heed them subsequently as you acquire further field notes and communicate findings. 

 
Therefore, course learning outcomes that you should expect, at a professional level, will include: 
1. instruction and familiarization with styles appropriate to field work; 
2. various field writing and communication structures, including: 

 field narratives, logs, and sketching; qualitative and quantitative documentation; 
 persuasive versus descriptive communication; 
 principal (central product) versus augmentation (ancillary) functions; 
 annotated presentation outlines and “talking points”; and 
 techniques to obtain and preserve audience interest; 

3. exercise with a variety of writing formats applicable in the profession, including: 
 budgets and logistics; 

https://uwstp.instructure.com/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B_IdrzYzgS7ELTZuRUxILW1RcjA
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 conceptual plans, projections, and proposals; 
 critiques, of various nature; 
 a technical report summary of your field project 
 editorial revision process; 
 reviews and accountability reports; and 

4. tailor your writing—upon demand—to address specific audiences, such as by: 
 age; 
 education; 
 disciplinary involvement; 
 sponsor/benefactor/supervisor capacity; and 
 colleagues, subordinates, and trainees. 

 
Please utilize the scoring rubrics and style guide below. This course requires considerable reading, 
participation, communication about experiences, and exposure to various professional approaches for 
reception and transferal of information. The objective is to afford you practice of pre-trip, on-site, and post-
trip communication within your discipline and profession. 

 
RESPONSIBILITIES: Please  also  examine  the  document  that   explains Community  Rights  and 
Responsibilities below for the UWSP campus community, including required behavior by students and 
faculty within the classroom [including off-campus site visit “classrooms”] environment. The participation 
component of your course grade depends in no small part upon compliance with these guidelines; of 
necessity this often is a subjective instructor’s judgment. You can view more detail of my 393 conduct 
expectations below at Field Demeanor and Field Participation. If you serve as one of our drivers, see 
and adhere also to Driving. I am an unabashed anal orifice about compliance on GEO 393 excursions. 

 

 
 

Campus Conduct 
There are six criteria affecting your participation score while on the UWSP campus: 

• Attend ALL pre-departure meetings, (including drivers' as applicable). 
• Advise me [privately] of all medications and their location. 
• Park NO vehicles on campus during the trip.  That includes bicycles. 
• Clean all vehicle interiors upon return. 
• Return all UWSP equipment on time, and in form. 
• Attend the final post-trip meeting. 

 
 
 
 

RENDEZVOUS 
 

Departure: noon on Fridays at Parking Lot D behind the UWSP Science Building. Students must arrange for 
vehicle storage; vehicles may NOT remain untended at UWSP overnight.  Do not be late; we will depart. 

 
Return: Sunday afternoons to Parking Lot D. It is possible that return sometimes might have to change 
because of weather or road conditions; if so we shall call ahead.  

To participate on this excursion you have signed a legally binding liability waiver agreeing to conform with 
all of these expectations, and you will be the first ever that I send home prematurely if you violate them.  By 
the way, I do not, nor have I any obligation, to post bail bond. We may be in sensitive environments; do not 
acquire contraband temptations of any sort. I won’t think twice about excising you for your misdeeds once 
I extract the rest of the class. We also may travel through counties with recent legal changes, but we remain 
bound by UW-System policy, so therefore “contraband” in our vehicles at any time includes underage 
alcohol, purloined geologic or archaeological artifacts, and medicinal or recreational Cannabis. 
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Potty Stops – a GEO 393 Scatological Tutorial [“Lifelong Learning for the Field”] 

 
Some find field sanitation vexing, and 
improvise more familiar accommodations on- 
site. OK; but notice what is missing in this 
picture? [He soon “reported” back about this.] 

 
Even when accommodations exist, they likely 
will often be chillier than expected. This can be 
a winter trip; plan to adapt. [Cardboard 
flatbread sleeves work pretty good, too.] 

 
Make no late-night assumptions about the 
furnishings that you may encounter. It’s a 
different culture out here, and you’ll soon 
wear out your welcome if you misinterpret. 

 
Check beneath outhouse seats BEFORE 
use.  In case you needed to know, 88% 
of all black widow spider bites are to 
the genitals! (Now I wonder what grad 
student did that bit of empirical research?) 

 
If, on-site, you encounter some unfamiliar object, please be 
cautious and inquire of me immediately. For example, one student 
some years ago decided to discreetly change out of sweaty 
undergarments and reported a funky camouflaged box hanging in 
a nearby tree.  Within 20 minutes half the Kane County Sheriff's 
Department was visiting us inquiring about lewd conduct in front 
of their surveillance game camera [I'm NOT making this up!]. 

 

And no, folks, the item circled above actually is NOT a toothbrush rack or purse holder convenience. 
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Yeah; much better than in OUR tent! 
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393 Travel Gear 
 

 

We will be visiting a wide array of environments at a very rapid pace. We shall also rely on our own shelter and 
provisions for most days, and although there may be stays at campgrounds with showers, laundry and major 
PERSONAL reprovisioning will occur only a few times. 

 

The suggestion list below is the minimum of PERSONAL clothing and equipment to ensure your health and 
comfort, but it must be as compact as possible, as we will have all of us AND our gear traveling in the vehicles. 
Capitalized items on the provisions and gear lists are per person ESSENTIAL! Limit your personal gear to ONE 
duffle bag/pack and one daypack. Please cap or tape any sharp frame edges that might cut or puncture others' 
tightly packed gear. 

 
 

 

Bring suitable personal items, food, and beverages. All food must have sealed and hygienic storage, in animal-
proof containers that you keep in the vehicle. I recommend rectangular Nalgene bottles with screw tops. 
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Demeanor:  Expectations for Group Endeavors... 

   
 

You will perhaps think my demands are draconian, or Sergeant Yorkish a la good fairy, or whatever. Too bad. Thrice 
now I have watched my parents bury their children, and I will not risk such an experience for your family, nor yourself. 
Plan on safety; plan on cooperation; plan on compliance. FOREMOST! 

 
We are going to have to work in teams, and we fail in that purpose if we abandon any of our own. Sometimes this is 
not easy. Those having less experience may lag, or perhaps wish not to admit sub-Olympian skills. Others may feel 
that they pose a schedule impediment, even while they obtain "good stuff". More might feel that they have offended 
others beyond communication. It always amazes me how such perceptions almost always prove inaccurate. Every 
one of you brings a unique array of valuable skills to the class teams. Good teams adjust. With 393 students, almost 
always I've seen good teams. 

 
393 in many ways is as much a course in personal development as it is for academic accomplishment, and so it goes 
much beyond landscape experience and some sort of research agenda. Interpersonal bonding and the consequent 
intellectual growth--practice and acquisition of cooperative skills--has always been remarkable on these trips. You 
come along with us to gain that, too. 

 

But if you come along, there are some conduct standards that I impose upon ALL of us. If you cannot accept these, 
please go on some other trip; I cannot compromise here. 

 

Personal Conduct 
 

Much of this is just common sense, but for the record, here are some conduct policies with which I expect that all trip 
participants must be familiar and comply: 

 

• ALCOHOL: Use discretion. I do not ban alcohol, but I will not tolerate drunkenness, nor will I tolerate any 
alcohol use in the backcountry; on-site it could jeopardize your teammates. Keep it at camp. At the end of a 
busy day, I like sipping a beer while sorting and cleaning gear just as much as the next person. But, no one 
can do a nightly twelve-pack without so affecting field work that a grade impact is avoidable. We WILL comply 
with local regulations (age limits, dry counties, etc.). Also, alcohol is a diuretic; it accelerates dehydration 
by about 1 hour for each 4 oz drink or 12 oz beer, even after consumption ceases. This can become quite 
dangerous to you and the rest of us at desert or high altitude sites. 

• TOBACCO: There is no tobacco use permissible at any time in any University vehicle. At most sites, indoor 
tobacco use bans are in effect, and common courtesy dictates that this applies to all restaurants and other 
public facilities. Because of fire hazard, there must be no tobacco use inside of any tent, and comply with all 
smoking bans on trails.  

• FIREARMS: Sorry. This is not a hunting trip; we will not need to rob any banks; and nobody is going to attack 
us--you have no need for firearms. Leave your guns at home; you are going to be far too busy to hold any 
target practice. 

• CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES: None acceptable; discussion over. Yes, we occasionally have encountered it, 
but never among 393 participants. I will personally turn over any violators or evidence to the gentle hands 
of the DEA or state police. And I won't care if your Mommy gets mad. DON'T DO IT!!! 

http://www4.uwsp.edu/geo/faculty/heywood/Geo393wtx/393WTXFldPart.htm
https://cms.imr.nps.gov/bibe/planyourvisit/chisos-dayhikes.htm
https://cms.imr.nps.gov/bibe/planyourvisit/chisos-dayhikes.htm
https://cms.imr.nps.gov/bibe/planyourvisit/chisos-dayhikes.htm
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• MEDICATIONS: I ask that you provide me a list of your health insurance, medical conditions, and all 
medications; please be accurate. However, I am neither nurse nor gossip. Unless in dire disability, I expect 
you to properly administer your own prescriptions. Please have these labeled and at a location where I can 
find them for you in any emergency. As we may be in DEA priority areas, be sure that you have proper 
pharmaceutical labels on ALL prescription drugs. I, in turn, promise that I will NEVER reveal your medical 
data to anyone other than medical personnel, and I promise to destroy my listings immediately upon our 
return to UWSP. That you all know, I am severely allergic to bee-sting; dump any kind of antihistamine into 
me if I appear in shock, then rush me to nearest first aid station for observation. 

• TENTING: Most nights we will sleep in tents. Some of these may be loaners, and if so we must be careful not 
to damage them. Of more immediate concern will be our tent occupancy; in cold weather (which we must 
expect) a tent is more heat efficient when we fully occupy it, but concurrently we must leave room for 
personal gear, and nothing must touch the tent walls (lest they leak). Winter camping requires extra gear, 
and therefore space. My own guideline is to divide the advertised tent occupancy rating in half, and then add 
one person. 

• PARTY SIZES: In campsites, there often cannot be more than eight occupants. Therefore, on some nights 
we may have to split the class to comply with this rule. The same applies along some trails. Anytime we have 
multiple parties in the field, your FRS radio monitoring must be continuous. Always have extra batteries.  
And, NOBODY EVER TRAVELS ALONE! 

• NOISE: At lodging, on guided tours, and in restaurants you WILL keep noise to reasonable levels. 
"Reasonable" means that no other visitors find us annoying. After 10 PM (and yes, we may have some 
arrivals after this hour), the management and our fellow occupants will not appreciate loud parties, undue 
cheering, tent stake hammering, engine revs, etc. It is reduction to your participation grade if I receive noise 
complaints. 

• HARASSMENT: I have absolutely NO tolerance for any form of racial, ethnic, gender, religious, linguistic, 
departmental, or other bigotry. We will be in close quarters for most of these trips, and we will encounter a 
wide variety of fellow travelers and local people. I do have recourse options that I can apply toward anyone 
I catch engaging in derogatory remarks or actions, and any transgressor will find these extremely costly in 
their own dollars and course grade. However, you are legal adults. I cannot interfere with your interpersonal 
relationships, unless they pose risk or impediment to the class. We have never had any occasion for 
concerns about harassment. Please don't you be a first. 

• VEHICLES: See the Transit and the Driver info (even if you will not drive) about my expectations. Please 
remember that the vehicles do not belong to us, and so they should not receive excessive wear, nor should 
we convert them into roaming landfills. Vehicles SHOULD receive a thorough communal cleaning daily, and 
drivers must inspect and report fluids, wipers, lights, and mechanical soundness daily. No one should ever 
remove any vehicle paperwork from a vehicle, except upon request of a law enforcement officer. Vehicles 
are notoriously poor as safe deposit vaults; do NOT leave valuables unattended in a vehicle. No one should 
regard any part of any vehicle as personal "closet space"; keep your gear compact and with you at night. 
However, please always DO use vehicles as a secure overnight food/trash repository (but keep these in 
wrapped containers, please).  

• FINANCE: We know from experience that group procurement and record-keeping is simplest by using ONE 
instructor's corporate credit card. Accordingly, we ask that the entire group channel all mutual expenditures 
through a trip "banker". Aside from provisions, souvenirs, and personal phone calls, you should have rather 
few cash needs during this trip. Consult with the instructor and your classmates before making equipment 
purchases--we may already have it! Do not feel ashamed if you need to request cash from the instructor. 
That "banker" once was a student, too, and will be discrete. Obviously, this cannot become a regular habit, 
and you must repay at first ATM opportunity (there are severe legal limitations to student-staff transactions), 
but please do not miss an opportunity because of a crumby twenty bucks. 

• SECURITY: In years past we had little reason for concern about this, other than the time I left the University 
credit card sitting at a cash register in Gallup NM (our ADA got it back). However, times have changed. While 
the prospect for trouble is small, I must raise awareness about several security issues. 

1. Theft or "planted" contraband is a potential problem for unlocked vehicles, untended luggage, 
and visible valuables. Lock all vehicles and conceal luggage and valuables inside whenever 
none of our party is present, including backcountry stops. Label all of your personal items with 
permanent marker, and record serial numbers. KEEP ALL BANK CARDS, KEYS, MEDICATIONS, 
AND YOUR PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION WITH YOU AT ALL TIMES! Never reveal large amounts 
of cash, electronics, or jewelry. 

http://www4.uwsp.edu/geo/faculty/heywood/Geo393wtx/393WDemeanor.htm#transit
http://www4.uwsp.edu/geo/faculty/heywood/Geo393wtx/WDrivers.htm
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2. ALWAYS use the "buddy system". Just like in the Scouts, always keep at least one other member 
of our party within voice range. For greater visibility, wear "garish" colors, and one of your 
party must carry an FRS radio anytime you are away from our vehicles. If it is night, you and 
your "buddies" should EACH have a functional illumination device (flashlight, glowstick, etc.). 
Advise me immediately of your location and situation should you observe any suspicious 
individual or behavior. 

3. Comply IMMEDIATELY with any Border Patrol, Park Ranger or Host, military, or other law 
enforcement officer directive. These people are present for our safety and welfare, and you 
should be certain that they will be observing us.  A law officer's job is to ensure that legitimate 
visitors have safe and satisfying experiences, but they also must watch for narcotics or other 
security threats; no easy task. However, these armed officers know none of us personally, and 
may respond "forcefully" if they sense any dangerous or evasive actions. 

4. If a law officer stops you, be courteous and compliant, but ask them for (and note) official 
identity, and request permission to contact the course instructor. KEEP YOUR HANDS VISIBLE 
AT ALL TIMES! These folks have had altogether too many experiences with vicious miscreants, 
and understandably they are sensitive (they have lives and families, too). Remember, they are 
here for YOU. In all likelihood, an inquiring officer will assist you, as it provides them an 
opportunity for acquainting with our entire party and our purpose. Should they direct us to 
leave a location, we will do so ASAP (it is likely for our own good). Never become uncooperative 
or offensive, lest you and/or all of us spend the night at a local "hospitality suite" (the kind with 
bars). Should that happen for any reason, I will personally place you onto the next available 
cut-rate transportation AT YOUR EXPENSE AND A COURSE FAILURE. 

• INSUBORDINATION: Like it or not, the instructor of this course bears legal and moral responsibility for the 
safe conduct and academic performance of all participants. Therefore, any instructor's demand, on any 
matter during this trip, requires obligatory and immediate compliance. While I shall attempt to minimize 
exercise of this, when it does occur there is no exemption. There is recourse toward anyone disregarding 
my conduct instructions. Violators will find them very costly, in dollars and course grade. In many years of 
393, I never have had occasion to exercise this option; let's keep it this way. Please! 

• DATA: All raw data (handouts, measurements, photographs, summarizations, etc.) are joint class property 
that will be available to everyone participating, regardless of origin or condition. For this I will establish a 
on-line repository accessible to all participants. 

 
Participation:  Expectations for Scheduled Excursions... 

 

Twenty percent of your grade derives from the quality of your field participation. This is a somewhat subjective 
evaluation, as there are various specific goals or objectives that student teams are trying to achieve. Much of the 
participation score is simply common sense, given the circumstances of group travel over long distances into 
unfamiliar places. The guidelines below clarify what we shall consider for this element of your course grade. 

 
We have planned, and you paid for, many major hiking trips at sites important to the course objectives. These are 
mandatory walking trips ranging from one to ten kilometers miles (use the links below for maps). They also will occur 
in very diverse landscapes. Expect (for grade) that you shall 1) take ALL of these hikes (barring extraordinary personal 
circumstances), and 2) be prepared for them. 

 
Preparation includes many things. You must have appropriate clothing, provisions, and gear for conditions not only 
at departure, but also for any contingencies (e.g., weather changes, altitude, etc.) that are likely on our trail. You also 
must have your research needs in order, such as proper stowage and practice with instrumentation and data 
recording materials. Further, you should depart already familiar with your objectives, task assignments, and 
restrictions--attempting to gain such familiarity after departure is a recipe for an oversight disaster. 

 
Another very important element of fieldwork is courtesy. Obviously you must cooperate with others in the party, but 
equally important is respect and compliance with the customs and requests of local hosts and other visitors. We 
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may receive unusual privileges to visit places ordinarily closed to the public (e.g., private lands, Native American 
sacred sites). At such sites you will adhere to ALL host instructions, lest we lose future opportunity by acquiring 
reputation as desecrators. 

 
Timeliness and communications are essential in group excursions. Although some flexibility is understandable, 
repeated individual tardiness impedes group objectives, and the party will quickly ostracize deadbeats and slackers. 
While in the field it is also imperative that all persons remain in contact, not so much for the rare emergencies as 
rather for the likelihood of sharing interesting finds. You should plan to be prompt in your communication with others, 
at all times on all hiking excursions. 

 
The parking lot pariah who chronically sits behind with the vehicles, takes knowing and  unnecessary  risks, behaves 
rudely, or (once pried onto the trail) refuses to communicate or heed should expect an extreme decline in their course 
grade, commensurate with fellow student impact and instructor annoyance. 

 

 
 

DRIVING 
Unavoidably (at least until Scottie's transporter room becomes available on university revenues), we shall 
have to endure vehicle-bound days each way. During this cramped time please observe some basic 
passenger courtesies. 

 

• WEAR SEAT BELTS (the driver does not deserve your ticket; I will ensure that YOU will pay it). 
• BRING YOUR OWN ENTERTAINMENT DEVICE (avoid radio fights). I like to remove the knobs from 

vehicle radios in case you forget. 
• WEAR HEADPHONES. It might be possible that your neighbors will not appreciate five straight hours 

of Ozzy Osborne dueting Cornball Billy's harpsichord and bagpipe chamber ensemble in "Gru 
Disemboweling Donner and Blitzen at a Jet Engine Test Factory", and other such classics. You get 
the picture...headphones. Otherwise, I might retaliate with all nine polka versions of “Stairway to 
Heaven”, followed by an acapella version of “In a Gadda Da Vida” (and, yes, I have those!). 

• USE (AND SEAL) LITTERBAGS; do not landfill the back seats. However, DO store camp trash in 
vehicles overnight, and dispose of it at first proper opportunity. 

• Refrain from any unsolicited advice to the driver.  I will do that, if needed. 
• Stow your SMALL personal coolers near you. Buddy-system with these, and CLEAN THEM regularly. 

There is still a toxic cooler and a HAZMAT team at a Flagstaff motel from our 2001 student who left 
unwrapped and eventually chartreuse bologna underneath the car heater for four days. 

• NO OPEN ALCOHOL BEVERAGES IN MOVING VEHICLES AT ANY TIME! If you acquire our driver a 
citation, I will support their small-claims court restitution case against you. 

• Minimize aromatics (no tobacco, perfume, aftershave, soap, shampoo, lutefisk, aged brick cheese, 
cooking fuel, etc.) should ever be open in our vehicles (or in your tent).  BTW, bag your old socks. 

• TURN CELL PHONES AND GPS RECEIVERS OFF (when on the interstate). Switching cells at highway 
velocity rapidly wears down the battery, and our power inverters’ priority will be for recharging field 
equipment (cameras, computer, etc.), not your cell phone. 

• Synchronize your bladder with the whole group. We stop about once every two hours. Stopping 
every half hour delays the entire class from what it paid for. 

• Keep your road meal times reasonable (30 minutes maximum).  Ditto the previous point about delays. 
• Observe motel & campground courtesy.  That includes all waste disposals. 
• Load out and load in promptly at tent camps, and on time (15 minutes should do it). 
• Advise driver/instructors IMMEDIATELY of any vehicle or equipment defects. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

( 
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Drivers: We will be relying upon some of you to assist with the driving, and we have done so on numerous past trips 
with exemplary motor vehicle conduct. However, it is likely that you will encounter some driving conditions outside your 
previous experience during this trip; therefore, you must know of and be compliant with my very strict driving policies. 

 

   
LIGHTS AND DISTANCE Note skid’s terminus! Canyon floods Convoy dust 

 
 
 
 
 

Road surfaces 

 
 
 
 
 

Open range livestock 

 
 
 
 

Landslides 

 
 
 
 
 

Glare 
 

Review the state fleet policy and procedure manual and other information at UWSP Transportation Services. These apply to 
rental and private vehicles also. I will personally and immediately remove any driver who breaches my rules. Even the most 
momentary lapse of road safety can turn a wonderful field experience into a lifelong regret for every person on this trip. I 
have zero tolerance for any driver thoughtlessly imposing this prospect onto the rest of our expedition party. As the person 
signing out these vehicles, my standards below are non-negotiable. 

 

Don't try me; I give NO "second chances". If you habitually rely upon second chances and extra 
credit, don’t take up skydiving, heart surgery, or nuclear hand grenades.  Or drive for 393. 

 
ALL DRIVERS MUST MEET WITH ME BEFORE DEPARTURE.  No meeting, no driving, discussion over. 

 
• Nobody else drives your vehicle. That means that nobody, including passengers who may offer all kinds of advice, 
can relieve you of YOUR responsibility for YOUR driving performance. Regardless of how vociferous your passengers' 
suggestions, remember that we selected you because we respected YOUR judgment and maturity. Although sometimes 
hard, you must stand firm on YOUR decisions even when peer pressure seems overwhelming. YOU are the captain of your 
car; YOU have obligation to get everyone home safely. 

• You may NOT drive any UWSP or rental vehicle unless you have a valid Wisconsin driving license upon your person. 

• You may not borrow any faculty member's PRIVATE vehicle. You have no insurance for faculty vehicles. 

• You may not drive any vehicle at any time on this trip if you have ANY moving infractions during the past twenty- 
four months. UWSP will check on your record, annually. 

• Always err on the side of caution. Do not try to "run the risk" for anything, no matter how urgent you think the 
situation. If I ever believe that you are taking excessive risk (and I am the sole judge on the road), you will drive no more for 
us. 

• If at any time I have reason to believe that you are driving under impaired ability (alcohol, hangover, injury, 
indigestion, medication, emotional stress, etc.) I will remove you from the driver pool until I am satisfied that you are back 
to safe functionality. These standards are mine alone to judge. 

• ALL passengers at ALL times when a vehicle is moving WILL wear safety restraints. As the driver, remember that 
YOU personally are liable, and that the University will NOT pay your seatbelt citations. 

• There is NO smoking or alcohol whatsoever permitted in any University or rental vehicle.  

• Drivers must immediately provide all fuel and maintenance receipts to the trip faculty. You must report any 
apparent vehicle defect immediately. Please check the oil and radiator fluid each day. 

• Headlights must be ON anytime the vehicle is moving, day or night. 

• The obvious: you WILL comply with ALL posted speed limits and traffic regulations. The University will NOT pay 
for any of your traffic citations. This includes any parking infractions. 

https://campus.uwsp.edu/sites/trnsprt/campus/SitePages/Home.aspx
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READINGS 
 

 

You should expect no WiFi access once we are on-site; download and attach all 
necessary references (as indicated) as hardcopy into your fieldbook before departure! 

 
 
 

Pre-trip Assignments and Attendance 
Twenty percent of your grade derives from pre-trip activities, which include excursion planning and budgeting assignments 
specific to your ambitions. We will meet as a class prior to departure to discuss these. 

 

393 Field Notebook 
Twenty percent of your grade derives from the quality of your field notebook. YOU MUST SUBMIT THE FIELD NOTEBOOK 
THAT I PROVIDE YOU, REGARDLESS OF ITS CONDITION; I WILL ACCEPT NO ALTERNATIVES. 

 

Label whether Geography or Geology on the first page. 
 

Field notebooks have no universally acceptable format, content, or data/computation requirements, nor can they. The 
guiding rule that I suggest is that your notes should contain written documentation and annotated graphics sufficient to 
enable reconstruction, by anyone and at any time subsequent to the end of your excursion, of all experiences germane to 
addressing your research question. Your purpose is to record detailed and reconstructable evidence. 

 
I suggest that, in addition to writing your identification info (name, address, phone, e-mail, etc.), you should also write your 
SPECIFIC research question on the very first page of your notebook. Refer often to this to keep focus. 

 
I sometimes receive field notebooks so ornate and finished in appearance that they would shame Michelangelo. These are 
immediately suspect. A field notebook is your record of on-site observations, often made under conditions of haste, 
inclement weather, distraction, and fatigue. Although your field notetaking should meet the objectives below, it is unrealistic 
that you will have polished appearance and form. In field notebooks content is what counts most, not "prettiness". As an 
example of how raw these can (or should?) look, below is an excerpt from my own 1988 PhD dissertation field notebook: 
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Pretty sloppy, but what can you expect from a note taker carrying gear and recording data for five hours, over seven miles, 
and across 2300 feet of relief? "Scribbly" notes were still useable to me, so you need not attempt to be Mr. or Ms. Clean 
yourself. 

 

Content 
By the diversity of topics it is difficult to give generic advice about what any particular student should seek for content.  For 
each of the visit sites we have provided some suggestions for what you should watch for and take notes about, but please 
do not simply parrot our precise words or limit yourself to the concepts we describe on the "watch for" list--it is very likely 
(and quite valuable) when students record observations of additional phenomena in their own words. 
However, certain content characteristics warrant your attention. These should include: 

• a prose description of the landscape, including paraphrasing of relevant displays/exhibits. Describe also your 
objectives and purposes, and write a summarization of each day’s activities. 

• any measurements that you make (including GPS), and the procedures you used to make them. It probably is a 
good idea to also note why these measurements were worthwhile to your research question. Note any 
measurements, regardless of quality, but if suspect note why you have reservations about them. Indicate any 
computation methods that you used in the field, why you used them, whether they worked, and especially if you 
used them to make further field data decisions (type, method modifications, etc.). 

• a description of your methods, why you used them, and when you used them. Also, when they failed. 
• summarization of local personnel presentations 
• draw sketch diagrams (maps, landscape profiles) 
• use pre-made tables 
• a logistics table of travel days, dates, locations, and costs (I recommend time/date stamps as available; see below) 

 
What the field book should NOT be is a "Dear Diary" record of gossip and complaints. Unless necessary to reconstruct 
matters pertaining to your project objective, itemization of "who said what about whom" are frivolous and inappropriate. 
You SHOULD, however, record the name of another person if they have obtained information (photos, books, etc.) that you 
may later want to borrow. 

 

Format 
• use pencil (erases if necessary, but will not run or fade) 
• record date, time, location, personnel, etc. at top 
• organize measurements by column and row; LABEL! 
• indicate special data (photos) time/location in notes 
• classify & use multiple colors (in PENCIL) in notes 
• label everything on sketch diagrams 

Inclusions 
• photos; include only most relevant in notebook; INCLUDE THE STANDARDIZED SIZE AND COLOR SCALE BELOW! 
• maps; reference any in use by name & purpose 
• sketch copies of relevant exhibit diagrams 
• document (site, date, significance, etc.) ANY sample 

References 
• FULLY record references (guides, maps, date, etc.) 
• record discussants (name, address, topic, date) 
• collect and record literature (brochures, etc.) 
• if in doubt, cite the source! 

You of course are welcome to show your notes and seek consultation from the instructors and your peers during the 
trip. Keep very careful track of your notebook's location, but should it turn up missing inform an instructor 
IMMEDIATELY--we will dispatch a retrieval party if the loss is within the past few hours. 

http://www4.uwsp.edu/geo/faculty/heywood/geog358/FieldWrk/GPS.htm
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POST-TRIP PRESENTATIONS & EXHIBITS 
 

Twenty percent of your 393 grade derives your project presentation, and twenty more from your poster, upon return. The 
faculty regard communication of research findings as an essential skill, and this course requirement is our way to give you 
practice at it on topics that you know better than anyone else by virtue of first-hand experience. This is an opportunity. 

 
Upon completion of the excursion, we assume and encourage that you share your experiences with others back here at 
home, and elsewhere. Most of you have already received some considerable training in publicity vehicles, such as web sites, 
lecture graphics, and personal discussions. These are valuable skills! We want you to construct a public exhibition poster 
of what you experienced, and share it with those who could not accompany you. 

 

Lest you think your work can only go back into some UWSP prof's office, be aware that past 393 students have produced 
successful capstone projects and have made professional presentations from their field work at Stevens Point, La Crosse, 
Madison, Reno NV, Washington DC, and elsewhere. We encourage you to extend your fieldwork into other courses and 
public presentations.  This can be the most satisfying part of your experience! 

 

We require you to develop team posters and presentations (see scoring rubrics). Not only does this foster creativity through 
collaboration, but it also captures some very favorable audience acclaim, and provides flexibility in light of busy schedules 
among the teammates. Think also about what successful teamwork experience shows to employers. 

 

Ensure that your final submission is suitable for presentation to the public. PROOFREAD your work! BE SURE TO INCLUDE 
PROPER CITATIONS!!! We may place your product in a public display, and your name(s) will appear on it. 

 

  
 

. 
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Tentative GEO 393 Fall 2019 weekend areas 
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Trip 1:  Northwest Wisconsin  [06-08SEP2019] 
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Trip 2:  Northeast Wisconsin  [13-15SEP2019] 
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Trip 3:  Southwest Wisconsin  [20-22SEP2019] 
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Trip 4:  Central Wisconsin  [27-29SEP2019] 

 



 

 

ATMOSPHERIC WEB LINKS 

WPC Weather 
Maps  

UWSP Schmeeckle 
Reserve Station 

Historical Daily Weather Map 
Archive 1871-present 

Weather 
Channel Current  

Current USA Warnings  

Wisconsin State Patrol Road 
Conditions  

 

Weatherbug 
Cameras 

Weather 
Underground:  Wisconsin 

Weather Glossary 

USAF Reserve 
Hurricane Hunters 

The Tornado Project 

NWS Norman OK 
Storm Spotter Guide  

USFS Wildfire 
Status Maps 

North America Snow/Ice 
Cover 

Sea Surface 
Temperatures 

World Climates NOAA Coastal 

Wisconsin State 
Climatology Office  

 

 

Updated 2019JUL17 

NEWS LINKS 
Central Wisconsin Weather Closings 

Cable News Network International News Links 

Christian Science Monitor International Live Radio 

Fox News Network Toronto Globe & Mail 

MSNBC Central Time/Daylight 

National Public Radio Earthweek Map 

USA Today Environmental News Network 

U. S. Federal Register Science Daily Briefs 

Chronicle of Higher Education  National Weather Service 

east-Washington Post University Financial Aid 

north-Minneapolis Star Tribune UWSP Career Services 

south-Dallas Morning News UWSP OSCAR  

west-San Francisco Chronicle UWSP News Services 

The Wheeler Report  UWSP Internships 

Stevens Point Journal UWSP Student Employment 

Wisconsin State Statutes Conversion Utilities 
 

 

https://www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/html/sfc2.shtml
https://www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/html/sfc2.shtml
http://www.uwsp.edu/cnr-ap/schmeeckle/Pages/education/weather.aspx
http://www.uwsp.edu/cnr-ap/schmeeckle/Pages/education/weather.aspx
http://docs.lib.noaa.gov/rescue/dwm/data_rescue_daily_weather_maps.html
http://docs.lib.noaa.gov/rescue/dwm/data_rescue_daily_weather_maps.html
https://weather.com/weather/today/l/54481:4:US
https://weather.com/weather/today/l/54481:4:US
http://www.wunderground.com/severe.asp
http://www.511wi.gov/web
http://www.511wi.gov/web
https://www.weatherbug.com/weather-camera/
https://www.weatherbug.com/weather-camera/
http://www.wunderground.com/forecasts/WI.html
http://www.wunderground.com/forecasts/WI.html
http://glossary.ametsoc.org/wiki/Main_Page
http://www.hurricanehunters.com/
http://www.hurricanehunters.com/
http://www.tornadoproject.com/
http://www.srh.noaa.gov/oun/?n=stormspotting
http://www.srh.noaa.gov/oun/?n=stormspotting
http://www.wfas.net/
http://www.wfas.net/
https://www.nohrsc.noaa.gov/interactive/html/map.html
https://www.nohrsc.noaa.gov/interactive/html/map.html
http://www.ospo.noaa.gov/Products/ocean/sst/contour/index.html
http://www.ospo.noaa.gov/Products/ocean/sst/contour/index.html
http://www.climatedata.eu/index.php?lang=en
http://nowcoast.noaa.gov/
http://www.aos.wisc.edu/%7Esco/
http://www.aos.wisc.edu/%7Esco/
http://www.wjfw.com/schools.html
http://www.cnn.com/
http://www.abyznewslinks.com/
http://www.csmonitor.com/
http://radio.garden/
http://www.foxnews.com/
http://www.globeandmail.ca/
http://www.msnbc.com/news/default.asp
https://www.time.gov/
http://www.npr.org/
http://www.earthweek.com/Earthweek.pdf
http://www.usatoday.com/
http://www.enn.com/
https://www.usa.gov/federal-agencies/office-of-the-federal-register
http://www.sciencedaily.com/
http://www.chronicle.com/
https://www.weather.gov/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/
http://www.finaid.org/sitemap/
http://www.startribune.com/
https://www.uwsp.edu/acac/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.dallasnews.com/
https://www.uwsp.edu/oscar/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.sfgate.com/
http://www.uwsp.edu/news/
http://www.thewheelerreport.com/
https://www.uwsp.edu/ucol/internships/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.wisinfo.com/journal/
https://www.uwsp.edu/centers/CASE/pages/employment/default.aspx
http://legis.wisconsin.gov/rsb/stats.html
http://www4.uwsp.edu/geo/faculty/heywood/Util/ComfortCalculator.htm
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